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Description 
 
The Mutasub Seating System is a pioneer Figueras design that allows storing the seats underneath the floor, a 
perfect solution for multipurpose spaces, transforming the entire room in only few minutes. 
 
Its design is based on a steel frame covered with wood and a folding mechanism which stores groups of up to 12 
seats mounted on an extruded aluminium beam under the floor helped by an electrical actuator. 
 
Once the last row is folded-up, the room becomes completely useful for many events such as lectures, 
conferences, exhibitions or any playful act to happen within the venue. 
 
When the system is completely deployed, the covers of the system become the walkable surface between rows, 
allowing the room to be ready within minutes. Its design provides versatility and an easy operation of the 
system. 
 
The folding and unfolding movements of each row are programmed individually to bring the maximum 
versatility to the installation, admitting several configurations of the venue’s layout; clear space, partial or total 
opening. 
 
Each group of seats works individually, easing the maintenance tasks. Mutasub can still be operative while 
working on maintenance tasks on one of the rows. 
 
In case of a power supply breakdown the power will be cut off and the system can be operated manually. A fully 
manual option is available. 
 
The system is provided with a safety kit and control, compensation and electrical systems. 
 
The Mutasub Seating System can be installed with several Figueras seat models and can be combined with other 
Figueras Movable Seating Solutions to improve the versatility and profitability of the space. 
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Technical Data 
 
• Folding mechanism which stores groups of up to 12 seats underneath the floor 
• Smart use of the space, perfect for multipurpose halls 
• It can be installed with several seat models 
• Combinable with Figueras Retractable Tribune and Mutarail Seating Systems to make the most of the space 


